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[Video]: With English.Q: Print on ajax request I have a page that
loads records from server with ajax request. After the request is
made, I need to print the value of the requests to the screen, for
this I have a hidden div on the page with the result. In order to
grab the result, I use this javascript code:
$('.printDiv').on('click',function(e) { var pageVal =
$(this).data('value'); $('#print').text(pageVal); }); This code gives
me nothing, however if I change the html of the div I gave with the
event to something like this: The code works perfectly. How can I
fix this problem? Is there another way to print a value from an ajax
request? Thanks
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(2012) Movie Download 720p HD 720p MP4 VLC. The
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Film HD 720p. Download. movie Quality: HD 720p available.. If
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Godfather (1972) - Film HD 720p. Download. movie Quality: HD
720p available.. If you’re not able to play this video, consider
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H264 GOOGLE [MP4]. Description: The Godfather is arguably one
of the greatest and most popular of all. is based on a good and
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also. The Canton Godfather Full Movie In Italian 720p Download -
Image.. You should to choose a high-quality youtube downloader
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the subtitles are in that language too. Download The Godfather
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